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Abstract

Visual input is segregated in the brain into subsystems that process different attributes such as motion and color. At the same

time, visual information is perceptually segregated into objects and surfaces. Here we demonstrate that perceptual segregation of

visual entities based on a transparency cue precedes and affects perceptual binding of attributes. Adding an irrelevant transparency

cue paradoxically improved the pairing of color and motion for rapidly alternating surfaces. Subsequent experiments show: (1)

Attributes are registered over the temporal window defined by the perceptual persistence of segregation, resulting in asynchrony

in binding, and (2) attention is necessary for correct registration of attributes in the presence of ambiguity.

� 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Neurophysiologists have shown that different aspects

of visual stimuli (e.g., color, motion, etc.) are registered

in separate cortical subsystems (Felleman & Van Essen,

1991; Livingstone & Hubel, 1988; Milner & Goodale,

1995; Mishkin, Ungerleider, & Macko, 1983; Ungerlei-
der & Mishkin, 1982; Zeki, 1978) (but see Lennie,

1998). Localized brain damage in human patients can

result in isolated deficits in perception of a single attri-

bute (Damasio, Yamada, Damasio, Corbett, & McKee,

1980; Goodale & Milner, 1992; Meadows, 1974; Zeki,

1991; Zihl, von Cramon, & Mai, 1983). Recent func-

tional brain imaging studies also support specialization

of cortical functions (Hadjikhani, Liu, Dale, Cavanagh,
& Tootell, 1998; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun,

1997).
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Although visual attributes are processed and repre-

sented in functionally distinct brain regions, they com-

pose a coherent percept. Two types of computation are

required in order to integrate different aspects of visual

input into a unified percept. First, the visual system

should be able to partition the visual scene into indi-

viduated entities such as surfaces and objects (segrega-
tion or parsing, Spelke, Gutheil, & Van de Walle,

1995). Second, it should determine which combination

of attributes is associated with each entity (feature-

binding). Spatial or temporal coincidences of attributes

are significant only if they come from the same entity.

Even if attributes are superimposed, there is no guar-

antee that they come from the same single object. If

an object casts a shadow on a surface the visual system
discounts the shadows in perceiving the lightness of the

surface. Thus, the shadow and the surface are per-

ceived at the same location, but are not bound to-

gether. Figure–ground segregation can also influence

how attributes are bound. For example, when a figure

(e.g., red square) moves on a uniform background,

local motion signals at the figure–ground boundary
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are bound to the object perceived as the figure, and not

the background 1 (Ramachandran & Anstis, 1986;

Tommasi & Vallortigara, 1999). These observeations

clearly support the idea that segregation and binding

are related. Nonetheless, it is not known if object or

surface segregation is interlinked with binding or if it
is only necessary when there are ambiguities in the

scene, that is, without considering segregation attri-

butes can bind in different and incompatible ways.

We address this issue by examining whether an expli-

cit surface segregation cue (motion or depth transpar-

ency) can facilitate color–motion (or color-disparity)

binding. Color and motion are processed in distinct cor-

tical areas (Zeki, 1978). Cells in the area MT of the mon-
key show high sensitivity for motion direction, whereas

their sensitivity for color is low. In contrast, few cells in

area V4 are direction selective (Cowey, 1994; Felleman

& Van Essen, 1987). Consider a display containing red

dots moving left, and green dots moving right (either

simultaneously or at different times). Observers are

asked to report the direction of the red dots. The task

itself does not necessitate segregation of red and green
dots into distinct surfaces. Thus if observers require an

explicit segregation cue (e.g., transparency) to do the

task, then we have established that binding and surface

segregation are related. This issue is examined in Exper-

iments 1–3.

The dependence does not imply that binding and seg-

regation are the same process. Presumably there are cer-

tain aspects that dissociate segregation and binding.
Experiments 4–6 address whether surface segregation

based on transparency precedes binding (i.e., the scene

is first segregated, then attributes are assigned to each

object), or if binding and segregation occur concurrently

at the same level of processing. We also examine if fea-

ture-binding could occur pre-attentively. There is a rich

literature about feature-binding and attention. We

would like to know if attentional mechanisms in fea-
ture-binding are also involved in surface segregation,

and to what extent.
2. General methods

2.1. Observers and apparatus

Volunteers with normal or corrected-to-normal vi-

sion from the California Institute of Technology par-

ticipated in the experiments. Participants were naı̈ve

to the purpose of the study. Subjective equiluminant
1 This display is ambiguous: it is also possible that a green surface

with a square-shaped hole moves on a red background. Alternatively,

red and green may both move. However, in the absence of other cues

the dominant percept is red moving and green stationary.
green (CIE x = 0.29, y = 0.59) was measured for maxi-

mum red intensity (CIE x = 0.62, y = 0.33, Y = 21.83)

using a technique based on minimizing the flicker be-

tween red and green at 14 Hz (Wagner & Boynton,

1972).

Experiments were programmed using the Psycho-
physics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli,

1997) on a Windows PC. The stimuli were presented

on the 1700 CRT monitor (Dell Trinitron Ultrascan

1000 HS) at 85 Hz viewed binocularly from a distance

of 54 cm. In each trial, the stimulus was displayed for

about 1.2 s. The participant was asked to press a key

to indicate the direction of movement of the red dots

(Experiments 1–2) or the color of the moving dots
(Experiments 4–6). Conditions were randomized within

each block. No feedback was given to the observers.

The procedures will be described separately in each

section.
3. Color–motion pairing and perceptual transparency

3.1. Experiment 1a

We tested whether explicit surface segregation (mo-

tion transparency) facilitates binding. Observers were

asked to view displays of either two transparent surfaces

interleaved with blank periods (Fig. 1a), or two alternat-

ing single-colored surfaces (Fig. 1b). They were required

to report the direction in which the surface defined by
red dots moved. This task essentially probes the percep-

tual binding of color and direction of motion (Moutous-

sis & Zeki, 1997). Particularly, in each trial we measure

which direction is perceptually bound to a particular

color (red).

Both surfaces appear at the same location, thus loca-

tion cannot be used to pair motion and color. When two

moving surfaces are superimposed, transparency sub-
serves as an explicit cue for segregation (Nakayama,

Shimojo, & Ramachandran, 1990; Watanabe & Cavan-

agh, 1993). In contrast, the two surfaces are not percep-

tually segregated in the alternating condition. We

empirically verified that the two surfaces are segregated

in the transparent trials (Fig. 1a), but not in the alternat-

ing trials (Fig. 1b).

In theory, surface segregation is not necessary for
performing the task. There are no ambiguities in the dis-

play that would necessitate surface segregation. Com-

putationally, segregation is less efficient than directly

looking for the correspondence between color and direc-

tion of motion. Observers might alternatively be able to

selectively attend to a particular color or direction to

carry out the task. However, if binding requires segrega-

tion then we predict that color–motion pairing will be
impaired if the segregation between the two surfaces be-

comes weak.
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Fig. 2. (a) Average performance (proportion of correct responses to

the total number of trials) plotted as a function of rate (interval

between alternations) in Experiment 1. (b) Individual plots of nine

participants (same axes as in a). Each dot is the average of 20 trials.

Fig. 1. Experimental paradigms. Color–motion binding for transparent (a) and alternating (b) surfaces in Experiment 1. Observers were asked to

report the direction of the red dots. (c, d) Experiment 2b: the two additional surfaces (gray, blue) are irrelevant to the task. Participants were

asked to report the direction of the red dots. (c) All four surfaces were superimposed (transparent), (d) two superimposed surfaces were

alternated. (e)–(g) A representation of color and motion (or disparity) alternations in time in different experiments. (e) Experiment 1a. (f)

Experiment 2a: Temporal asynchrony between color and motion (compare to Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997). In this example, an ideal observer

should report red is moving right for a phase difference of 0 and green for a phase difference of p. Results are plotted against phase for all

observers in Fig. 3. (g) Binding between disparity and color information (Experiment 3). Two surfaces were presented at 0 or 20 0 disparity

planes.
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3.1.1. Stimuli and procedure

Stimuli are illustrated in Fig. 1a, b. Random dot pat-
terns (red/green) were presented inside a 5.7� · 5.7�
square area on a black background. Each surface con-

sisted of dots (3.5 0) with 2.5% density moving coherently

with velocity of 4.85�/s on the black background. Four-

teen naı̈ve observers binocularly viewed the display for

1180 ms from a distance of 54 cm.

The red and green dots were turned on and off either

simultaneously (transparent condition) or in opposite
phase (alternating condition). Thus, the red and green

surfaces comprised different dots, moving in opposite

directions independent of the other surface. Participants

were asked to press a key to indicate the direction of the

red dots (left vs. right) after each trial. Trials were rand-

omized for direction, transparency, and interval (SOA

of 60, 120, 240, 360 ms). Each participant performed

20 trials per condition.
3.1.2. Results

Fig. 2 depicts pairing performance (proportion of

correct response to the total number of trials) as a func-
tion of interval and condition. Observers correctly re-

ported the direction of the red surface in most trials

(>98%) for transparent surfaces, regardless of the fre-

quency of alternation (Fig. 2a). In contrast, subjects per-

formed near chance (50%) when two surfaces were

alternated every 120 ms. The interaction between trans-

parency and interval was highly significant (3-way AN-

OVA, F(3,40) = 19.56, p < 0.0001). The pattern of
results was consistent across observers (Fig. 2b). There
was a significant difference between transparent and

alternating conditions (F(1,40) = 81.35, p < 0.0001),

and between different intervals (F(3,40) = 17.2, p <

0.0001).
In the transparent condition both surfaces are dis-

played at the same time and the relative motion between

the two surfaces may provide an additional cue for bind-

ing and consequently confound the results. Can the

higher performance in the transparent condition be

attributed to the presence of relative motion in this con-

dition? To rule out this possibility we introduced relative

motion in the alternating condition. Nine naı̈ve observes
were tested in a separate experiment in which a fixed

gray random dot surface was superimposed over the

original alternating stimuli. The average performance

for the 120 ms interval was 59.4±4.8% (mean±SEM),

which did not show any significant improvement com-

pared to the original experiment (57.2±5.8%, p > 0.38,

one tailed t-test).
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3.2. Experiment 1b

Can observers� failure in the case of 120 ms interval

be due to asynchronous processing of color and motion

(Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997)? If color is processed faster

than motion then alternating motion before color (Fig.
1f) should compensate the difference in latencies and

consequently should improve pairing.

To test this possibility, we varied the phase between

color and motion. Four naı̈ve observers participated in

this experiment. Stimuli and setup were similar to the

alternating condition in Experiment 1, except that color

and motion were alternated with different phases (20 tri-

als/observer for each data point). Three intervals (94,
120, and 140 ms) were tested. The order of trials was

randomized. Observers were asked to report the direc-

tion of the red surface.

3.2.1. Results

The performance was around chance level for all

phases and intervals, and did not improve by changing

the phase between color and motion (Fig. 3). Evidently,
impaired pairing in the case of 120 ms interval cannot be

explained in terms of different latencies for motion and

color processing.

3.3. Discussion

Color–motion pairing was impaired in the alternating

condition for the 120 ms interval, whereas it was intact
in the transparent condition. For longer alternation

intervals, colors and directions appeared separable to

some extent, that is, the alternation rates were well with-

in the temporal resolution for single attributes. How-

ever, observers still failed to correctly pair them in a

significant number of trials.
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Fig. 3. Asynchronous presentation of color and motion (Experiment

1b) did not improve pairing for 94 (diamond), 120 (square), or 140 ms

(triangle) intervals. The performance of a model observer (based on

temporal information) is depicted as an original curve.
The results support the claim that if binding and sur-

face segregation are related, then providing an explicit

segregation cue should facilitate binding. In the trans-

parent condition the observer perceives two distinct sur-

faces. When the two surfaces alternate every 120 ms, the

observer does not perceive distinct surfaces. More rapid
alternations can be accompanied by a sense of transpar-

ency and segregation (Holcombe, 2001). For the 60 ms

interval, observers reported that the alternating surfaces

were perceived as transparent. Consequently, the per-

formance was high and comparable to the transparent

condition.

What causes the impairment of veridical motion col-

or binding? Failure to bind alternating features cannot
be attributed to a fixed neural latency difference for col-

or and motion (Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997), as perform-

ance was high for the shortest interval (60 ms), never

dropped below the chance level, and presenting one at-

tribute in advance did not improve the pairing for the

120 ms interval. The performance increased with longer

alternation intervals (Fig. 2a), suggesting that observers

could utilize temporal cues at lower rates (Nishida &
Johnston, 2002). Presumably, observers discern the col-

or and direction that appear at the same time. At higher

rates they fail to keep track of the order of the attri-

butes. Nonetheless, in the absence of temporal binding

cues in the transparent condition observers performed

almost perfectly at all presentation rates. Thus, temporal

cues are not necessary for feature-binding, even though

they may play a role in the case of slowly alternating
stimuli.

It is worth emphasizing the significance of the differ-

ence between performance in the transparent and alter-

nating conditions. Previous studies have reported

dependencies between pairing and frequency of alterna-

tions (Clifford, Arnold, & Pearson, 2003; Holcombe &

Cavanagh, 2001; Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997; Nishida &

Johnston, 2002), and suggested different mechanisms
to explain the dependencies. However, none of the sug-

gested models mentioned earlier address the role of

transparency or segregation in binding.

3.4. Experiment 2a

The results of Experiment 1 suggest that segregation

cues improved the performance associated with fea-
ture-binding. There are two possible arguments against

this interpretation: First, binding mechanisms for trans-

parent surfaces might be inherently different from those

for sequential alternation. This was partly ruled out by

the control experiment in Section 3.1.2. Second,

although a fixed latency difference by itself cannot ac-

count for the results, in Experiment 1 we cannot rule

out a contribution of the different temporal dynamics
for color and motion pathways (Clifford et al., 2003).

Thus, the different temporal relation between the two
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surfaces in the transparent and alternating conditions is

a possible confounding factor.

To address these issues, we introduced transparency

in the alternating condition. The performance in the ab-

sence of transparency is low for the 120 ms interval.

Does surface transparency––without modifying the tem-
poral structure of the stimuli––improve pairing in the

alternating condition? In particular, how does pairing

performance improve when transparency serves as a

cue for (a) direct segregation between red and green sur-

faces, or (b) indirectly (i.e., transparency is irrelevant to

the task) as a constraint for segregation.

3.4.1. Stimuli and procedure

Two horizontally moving random dot patterns (red,

green) were presented alternatively, similar to alterna-

tive condition in Experiment 1a. Six naı̈ve observers

were asked to report the direction of the red dots. In half

of the trials (no-cue condition), no transparency cue was

included in the stimuli. In the rest (segregation cue con-

dition), five percent of the dots on each surface were

gray (CIE x = 0.29, y = 0.29, Y = 21.93) and remained
visible during the whole trial (1.2 s), moving to the same

direction with the same velocity as the rest of the dots on

each surface. Trials were randomized for direction,

transparency, and interval (SOA of 60, 120, 240, and

360 ms).

3.4.2. Results

The stimulus in the no-cue condition was identical to
the alternating condition in Experiment 1a. As expected,

in the absence of any explicit surface segregation cue the

pairing was impaired for the 120 and 240 ms intervals

(Fig. 4). Adding transparency cues significantly im-

proved performance (3-way ANOVA, F(1,15) = 34.35,

p < 0.0001). There was also a significant interaction be-

tween the interval and presence of a cue (F(3,15) = 3.59,
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Fig. 4. Results of Experiment 2a. Pairing accuracy is plotted as a

function of alternation interval and presence of a transparency cue.

Adding a transparency cue (5% of the dots) significantly improved

pairing in the alternating condition. *p < 0.05.
p < 0.05). Results confirm that explicit surface segrega-

tion by motion transparency can facilitate binding.

3.5. Experiment 2b

Experiment 1 was modified by adding two vertically
moving (orthogonal to the target) or stationary surfaces

with different colors (blue and gray, Fig. 1c, d). One tar-

get-distracter pair was alternated with the other target-

distracter pair with a variable interval (Fig. 1d). The

transparency cue is irrelevant for discriminating between

red and green surfaces. We postulate that the surface

segregation constraints posed by transparency are en-

ough to facilitate feature binding. If the addition of
the irrelevant transparent surfaces indeed improves the

performance of motion–color binding compared to

Experiment 1, our claim would be supported.

3.5.1. Stimuli and procedure

The stimuli and procedure were identical to Experi-

ment 1 except that distracter surfaces with the same

dot-density were added in order to introduce a transpar-
ency cue (Fig. 1c, d). The two additional surfaces had a

color of either blue (CIE x = 0.17, y = 0.11, Y = 19.4) or

gray (CIE x = 0.29, y = 0.29, Y = 21.9), moving verti-

cally (up or down, 4.85�/s). In the alternating condition,

the red and green surfaces were presented alternatively

superimposed on one of the distracter surfaces. In the

transparent condition, all four surfaces were simultane-

ously displayed, followed by a blank screen for the same
duration. The sequence was repeated for 1180 ms. Four-

teen naı̈ve participants (same as Experiment 1a) were

asked to press a key to indicate the direction of the

red dots (left vs. right) after the trial. The order of the

Experiments 1a and 2b was counter-balanced between

these participants.

The coincidence of the orthogonal patterns may argu-

ably provide an additional cue for binding, that is, the
target direction can be inferred from the direction of

any of the distracters. To avoid this possibility, we rand-

omized the sequence in which distracting colors ap-

peared in each trial for a subset of observers, so that

the distracters did not contain information about the

target. In another control experiment, we used identical

stimuli as before, except the blue and gray surfaces were

stationary. In Experiment 1a we showed that adding sta-
tionary dots per se has little effect on pairing perform-

ance. If we get a different result here then it would

show that the specific segregation constraints are conse-

quential for binding. This experiment was conducted on

five (4 naı̈ve) participants.

3.5.2. Results

In the transparent condition, the performance was
slightly lower compared to Experiment 1, demonstrating

the increased difficulty of the task. Overall, observers
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Fig. 5. Pairing is more reliable when an irrelevant segregation cue (orthogonally moving or stationary distracting surfaces) is present (Fig. 1c,d).

Participants were asked to report the direction of red dots. (a) Increasing attentional load can paradoxically improve feature-binding between color

and motion (see Section 3.6). Four surfaces are displayed instead of two in Experiment 1. Open squares in the graph depict the performance in the 2-

surface condition for comparison. Pairing accuracy (proportion of correct responses to the total number of trials) is plotted as a function of interval.

(b) A similar result was obtained in five observers using stationary surfaces (Experiment 2b control). (c) Results of 14 participants (Experiment 2b,

alternating condition) are plotted against their performance in Experiment 1a (alternating condition) for the 120 and 240 ms alternating conditions.

2 This result may seem inconsistent with the control experiment in

Section 3.1.2. However in Section 3.1.2 both red and green surfaces

were segregated from the same stationary surface, where as here they

are segregated from two different surfaces. Thus, the perceptual

interpretation and internal representation of the two conditions are

different.
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still performed better in the transparent condition com-

pared to the alternating condition (3-way ANOVA,

F(1,27) = 21.27, p < 0.0001). The performance depended

on the interval (F(3,27) = 4.5, p < 0.011), although this

effect is smaller compared to Fig. 2a. Although the pat-
terns of results seem different in the transparent and

alternating conditions, the interaction between transpar-

ency and interval was not significant (F(3,27) = 1.59,

p > 0.2).

Despite the increased complexity of the display

observers performed significantly better in the alternat-

ing condition for the 120 ms interval compared to

Experiment 1 (Fig. 5a, p < 0.0001, HSD post hoc test).
The higher performance due to additional segregation

cues corroborates our interpretation of Experiment 1

that segregation cues improve feature binding. Further-

more, the results show that feature-binding is improved

by transparency––regardless of its task relevance––as

long as it poses grouping and segregation constraints be-

tween the alternative choices.

Fig. 5c depicts the performance of each subject in
Experiment 2 compared to Experiment 1. We analyzed

results of both experiments together and found signifi-

cant interaction between number of surfaces, interval,

and transparency (4-way ANOVA, F(3,37) = 7.34,

p < 0.001). That is, adding irrelevant distracter surfaces

significantly affected the difference between transparent
and alternating conditions. In this case, pairing was im-

proved for the alternating condition, and slightly deteri-

orated for the transparent condition.

It can be argued that orthogonal motion increases the

saliency of the target surface, thereby enhancing per-
formance. In the control experiment, alternating red

and green surfaces were displayed with and without irrel-

evant stationary transparent surfaces. The results are

shown in Fig. 5b. Irrelevant stationary distracters also re-

sulted in improvement in feature-binding. 2 Observers

performed significantly better for the 120 ms interval

(p = 0.0028, one-tailed t-test). The control experiment

eliminates the possibility that orthogonal motion con-
tributed to the better performance of feature binding.

3.6. Discussion

Although observers carried out essentially the same

task in Experiments 1 and 2, and the pattern of presen-

tation of red and green surfaces were identical, the cor-
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rect feature binding for the alternating condition was

considerably higher in Experiments 2a and 2b.

Transparency between distracter and target surfaces

provides a cue for segregation in the alternating condi-

tion. Even though this cue is not directly relevant to the
task in Experiment 2b and increases the complexity of

the stimulus, it facilitates pairing presumably by imposing

a constraint for parsing input. Experiment 1 indicates

that in the alternating condition (120 ms interval) the tar-

get surface cannot be effectively segregated from the sub-

sequent surface which moves in the opposite direction

(thus perception of the same surface moving back and

forth). In Experiment 2b, the target is tailed by either
opposite motion, or orthogonal motion. However, the

target cannot be grouped with both (transparency con-

straint). If the target direction is even briefly grouped with

dots that are not moving in the opposite direction then

the observer would be able to infer the correct direction.

This would nicely account for the result obtained here.

3.7. Experiment 3: pairing color and disparity

In the previous two experiments, we showed that the

binding between motion and color is facilitated in the

transparent condition compared with alternate presenta-

tion of each surface. Is this a general principle in binding

or limited to color and motion? To examine the general-

ity of the effect, we examine the binding between depth

and color. Unlike direction of motion, many cells in area
V4 are selective to disparity (Felleman & Van Essen,

1987; Watanabe, Tanaka, Uka, & Fujita, 2002). Hence,

binding disparity and color might involve a different

mechanism than motion–color binding. We segregated

the two surfaces by putting them in different depth

planes. Two random-dot stereograms (green vs. red)

were superimposed to form perceptually transparent

surfaces, or were presented in alternation (Fig. 1g).

3.7.1. Stimuli and procedure

Participants viewed two superimposed random dot

stereograms (6.7� · 6.7�, density=4%, dot size=2 0, dis-
parity=0 vs. 20 0) through a mirror stereoscopic system.

The distance between each image and the observer�s
eyes was 46 cm. To help fusion and provide a reference,

a static zero-disparity black and white random dot pat-

tern (width=1.65�) surrounded the stimuli. Observers
were asked to report whether the red surface was in

front of the background or not. Trials were random-

ized for depth, transparency, and interval. Three naı̈ve

observers and one author (FM) participated in this

experiment.
3.7.2. Results and discussion

Observers performed almost perfectly in the case of
transparent surfaces. In the alternating condition, the

error rate was small when rapid alternation of the planes

induced perceptual transparency (except for one sub-

ject), but the responses deteriorated significantly for

longer intervals (Fig. 6). It is worth mentioning that

the red and green planes are presented at spatially

(depth-wise) distinct locations. Yet, observers could

not fully exploit the depth cue when the interval between
alternations was about 120 ms or more.

In general, the results show a similar pattern to

Experiment 1. Pairing between color and disparity is effi-

cient when the pairing is supported by a transparency

(segregation) cue. In contrast, pairing is impaired when

the same stimuli are presented for the same duration but

there is no explicit segregation cue.
4. Attention and conjunctive representation of attributes

Experiments 1–3 demonstrate that binding is easy

when an explicit surface segregation cue (transparency)

is present. Thus, we established that binding and

segregation are related. In the following experiments

we examine whether feature-binding and segrega-
tion occur at the same level of visual processing, or

they involve different but perhaps serially linked

processes.
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4.1. Binding and attention

Illusory conjunctions can occur in normal observers

under increased attentional load (Treisman, 1977). Spa-

tial (Treisman, 1988; Treisman & Gelade, 1980), feature

(Saenz, Buracas, & Boynton, 2002; Saenz, Buracas, &
Boynton, 2003; Simons & Chabris, 1999; Treue & Mar-

tinez Trujillo, 1999), surface (Mitchell, Stoner, Fallah, &

Reynolds, 2003; Valdes-Sosa, Cobo, & Pinilla, 2000),

and object-based attention (Duncan, 1984; Duncan,

1993; Duncan & Nimmo-Smith, 1996; Kahneman & He-

nik, 1981) have been suggested to mediate binding of

high-level feature representations. In these accounts,

segregation is imposed by top-down attention. Evidence
from patients with parietal damage (Ashbridge, Cowey,

& Wade, 1999; Friedman-Hill, Robertson, & Treisman,

1995; Robertson, Treisman, FriedmanHill, & Grab-

owecky, 1997), transcranial magnetic stimulation (Ash-

bridge, Walsh, & Cowey, 1997; Walsh, Ellison,

Ashbridge, & Cowey, 1999), and functional brain map-

ping in normal observers (Corbetta, Shulman, Miezin, &

Petersen, 1995; Shafritz, Gore, & Marois, 2002) indicate
the involvement of the parietal lobe in feature binding.

Thus, top-down mechanisms mediated by the parietal

cortex appear to be important for segregation, feature

binding, or both.

4.2. Pre-attentive mechanisms in feature-binding

There is evidence suggesting the possibility that
a weak form of feature binding can be executed

pre-attentively, based on coarse location cues (Cohen

& Ivry, 1989; Keele, Cohen, Ivry, Liotti, & Yee, 1988),

or implicit mechanisms (DeSchepper & Treisman,

1996; Egly, Robertson, Rafal, & Grabowecky, 1995).

Neurons in inferior temporal cortex respond to complex

combinations of features such as shape and color (Tan-

aka, 1993). These studies indicate a complex representa-
tion of visual entities in which combination of multiple

attributes is explicitly represented. Such representation

is suggested to be pre-attentive and early (with the

exception of inferior temporal neurons) before different

attributes of visual input diverge into distinct cortical

areas.

We suspect that some of the controversy surrounding

the role of attention in feature-binding might reflect the
difference between binding and segregation. In the fol-

lowing experiments we therefore dissociate segregation

and binding. In Experiment 4 we verify that surface seg-

regation is fast, consistent with a computational process

that does not require feedback. In Experiment 5, we pro-

vide evidence that binding between different features

(motion and color) follows surface segregation with con-

siderable temporal delay. In Experiment 6, we demon-
strate that registration of feature-conjunctions requires

top-down attention. Results of Experiments 4–6 con-
trast fast surface segregation and delayed attentive fea-

ture binding.

4.3. Experiment 4: brief motion display

Two similar random dot patterns are superimposed,
and one of them briefly moves. When both surfaces

are stationary, observers cannot distinguish between

them (Fig. 7a), but once one surface starts moving the

two surfaces become perceptually separable. As the mo-

tion stops, the separation disappears. How fast is the

above process? It is reasonable to assume that segrega-

tion and binding require some time, in particular if they

involve attention. Thus, we set out to measure the min-
imum duration of transparent motion that permits seg-

regation of a target surface and registration of

attributes pertaining to it.

4.3.1. Stimuli and procedure

Initially, two stationary random dot patterns (red,

green, the same density and color as Experiment 1) were

superimposed on a black background. The dots sub-
tended a 5.7� · 5.7� square region. Around 520 ms after

the onset of the trial, dots of one of the two surfaces in-

side a randomly located square region (2.8� · 2.8�)
moved briefly (4.85�/s) and then stayed at their final

location for another 520 ms (Fig. 7a). Four naı̈ve partic-

ipants were asked to report the color and direction of

the motion (4-choices). The duration of motion was var-

ied from 24 to 120 ms (including the first and last
frames). Location, color, and direction of motion were

randomized and were not known beforehand.

4.3.2. Results

Direction was accurately reported (>98%) for all dura-

tions. Observers also accurately reported the color of the

dots for all durations (Fig. 7b, chance level is 50%). The

location of the target was not known before motion be-
gan. A shift in attention conceivably requires 50 ms or

more (Shepherd & Muller, 1989). Yet, all participants

performed better than 85% correct for the shortest dura-

tion (24 ms), which was a one-pixel displacement. These

results are consistent with the view that segregation of

the target does not require top-down attention. Perform-

ance was slightly better for longer presentation times (60–

120 ms), which can be attributed to the increased saliency
of the motion for 60 ms compared to 24 ms.

There are at least two possible explanations for

these results: either the brain can bind color and mo-

tion information pre-attentively (Holcombe & Cavan-

agh, 2001), or the surface could form a trace in

observer�s brain (similar to iconic memory). In the la-

ter case, the internal representation of the surface lasts

longer than the attribute (i.e., motion) that had de-
fined it, which permits subsequent processing without

further input.



Fig. 7. Persistence of surface after motion. (a) After 530 ms, all green dots inside a square (invisible boundaries) move left for 26–120 ms (Experiment

4). (b) Performance vs. duration of motion for three observers. The performance is high even for the shortest duration. (c) Experiment 5: all dots

turned gray before motion onset. The dots that were originally green moved left. After the motion, dots either turned back to their original color or

switched colors. (d) Observers nearly always reported the final color of the dots (considered as the correct response). Dotted line depicts performance

in Experiment 4. (e) Four naı̈ve observers were asked to report the color of the moving pattern. The moving dots were turned gray for 60 ms during

or after motion. The green bar represents the trials in which the original color was reported, the gray represents trials in which observers reported

gray.
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4.4. Experiment 5: Persistence of motion-defined surface

We examined if color and motion attributes are

paired and encoded together for brief motion display

used in Experiment 4. It may seem counterintuitive that

while a presentation duration as short as 24 ms was suf-

ficient for correctly pairing color and motion in Experi-

ment 4, a 120 ms interval in the alternating condition in
Experiment 1 was not. A critical difference in these two

experimental conditions is that in the alternating condi-

tion in Experiment 1, a new surface was presented at

every interval. Thus, the persistence of the same dots

on the screen after the motion (or alternatively the pres-

ence of the dots before the motion onset) might have

contributed to the results in Experiment 4.

We assessed the contribution of preceding and subse-
quent retinal input by modifying the paradigm as fol-

lows: During the motion the patterns turned gray
(preserving luminance and dot locations). After the mo-

tion, colors were presented again. Participants were

asked to report the color and the direction of motion

of the moving dots, regardless of any color that may ap-

pear before, or after motion. If binding is early or

instantaneous then we predict that color would be per-

ceived as gray. However, if the representation of the tar-

get surface persists after motion offset then it would be
affected by subsequent colors and that would be re-

flected in the responses.

4.4.1. Stimuli and procedure

The stimuli were the same as in Experiment 4. Dots of

one of the two surfaces inside a square region subtend-

ing 2.8� moved for 60 ms. To discourage attending to lo-

cal features, the location of the square was randomized
across trials. Dots turned gray (CIE x = 0.29, y = 0.29,

Y = 21.93) either during or after motion for 60 ms. In
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half of the trials, dots turned back to their original color.

In the remaining trials (reversed condition), the colors

were swapped (i.e., dots that were originally red become

green and vice-versa, Fig. 7c). Examples of stimuli are

provided in the supplementary data [1].

Four naı̈ve observers were asked to report the color
of the moving dots, ignoring the color that appears be-

fore or after the motion (3-AFC: red, green, or gray).

Observers were explicitly informed that the color may

change before or after motion.

In a separate experiment, we varied the duration of

motion (36, 60, or 120 ms). Five naı̈ve observers were

asked to report the color (2AFC: red, green) and direc-

tion (left, right) of the dots that had moved.

4.4.2. Results

Fig. 7e depicts the results of the experiment. Observ-

ers failed to notice that the moving dots were gray. In

fact, gray was mostly reported (in less than one-fifth

of trials) when it appeared after motion offset. The phe-

nomenally perceived color often matched the color

physically presented following the motion. There was
significant interaction between reversal and perceived

color (3-way ANOVA, F(2,36) = 13.67, p < 0.0001),

regardless of whether gray appeared during or after mo-

tion (p > 0.3).

A similar pattern was observed for 36 ms and 120 ms

durations. In the majority of the trials, the reported col-

or of the target dots matched the color that appeared

after motion offset (i.e., the new color). Observers re-
ported the new color significantly more than predicted

by chance (p < 0.0001, Fig. 7d), although their perform-

ance was somewhat worse than in Experiment 4 (Fig.

7b). The performance depended on the duration of mo-

tion (F(2,22) = 9.76, p < 0.001), and was lower for 36 ms

duration (p < 0.005 HSD post hoc test), but was the

same for 60 and 120 ms motion (p > 0.9). Even for the

shortest duration, observers still performed significantly
better than chance in reporting the color that was ap-

plied to the surface after motion offset. The direction

of the target was reported correctly in almost all trials,

regardless of the reversal of the color. Interestingly,

the probability of reporting the new color was lower

when it was not the same as the old color for all dura-

tions studied (F(1,22) = 11.13, p < 0.003), indicating that

the color of the surface before motion onset influences
its perceived color.

4.4.3. Discussion

These results demonstrate that the perceived color of

a briefly moving surface is mostly determined by what is

displayed a hundred milliseconds or so later. Positional

cues cannot account for such result, because the location

of the target was not known a priori, and moving dots
were superimposed on non-target stationary dots. Even

if observers could individualize a single dot (i.e., as a sin-
gle object), they clearly misbound color and motion.

Overall, Experiment 5 suggests that color information

is integrated over a temporal window which extends

about �100 ms and is biased toward later times relative

to motion. When a new surface appears at time t0, its

initially perceived color is the temporally weighted aver-
age in the interval [t0, t0 + a]. Although the color infor-

mation becomes available later in time, it is perceptually

attributed to the onset of the surface at t0. In the absence

of segregation based on transparency, the subsequent

colors presented on the screen affect the perceived color

of each surface. This temporal shifting and smearing

may contribute to the reported perceptual asynchrony

in other studies (Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997) and the fail-
ure of observers to pair correctly in the alternating con-

ditions in Experiment 1. This issue is discussed in

Section 5.2.

4.5. Experiment 6: Conjunctive search for motion–color

Although a pre-attentive account for segregation

based on transparency cues can explain the results in
Experiment 4, attention may be necessary to access the

attributes of the surface. This was examined using a vis-

ual search paradigm: Four items (moving surfaces) were

presented on the screen. Three items had the same color

and participants were instructed to locate the odd one.

To examine whether conjunctive search for motion–col-

or is serial or parallel, we varied the duration of the pres-

entation. Experiment 4 demonstrates that observers
could report the color even for stimuli as brief as 24

ms. If binding is pre-attentive as proposed by Holcombe

and Cavanagh (2001), then the search should be easy

and parallel, and the performance should not be affected

by increasing the number of targets for the short motion

display. However, if the task requires serial deployment

of attention to the four items, then the observers� per-
formance will be low for the 24 ms motion trials, and
will increase if the presentation time is increased.

It has been suggested that the visual system can direct

attention to stimuli with common motion (Driver,

McLeod, & Dienes, 1992; McLeod, Driver, Dienes, &

Crisp, 1991). One may expect then that performance in-

creases when all patterns move in the same direction

compared to trials when each item moves in a different

direction (that is, if attention to a particular direction
of motion is involved in binding).

We contrast the odd color search with a guided

search task to control for the particular stimulus param-

eters. In a separate experiment (guided search), the tar-

get was defined by upward motion among horizontally

moving distracters. Observers were asked to report the

color of the target. Thus, the direction of motion pro-

vides the cue for the location of the target. Since the up-
ward motion pops out, attention needs to be directed to

only one location, unlike the conjunctive search task in



Fig. 8. (a) Visual search stimulus (Experiment 6). In one of the quadrants, moving dots have a different color. (b) The serial nature of the conjunctive

search, as marked by an increase in performance with time, suggests that attention is necessary to register surfaces� color. Open circles (�) depict the

performance of subjects in reporting the color of the target defined by upward motion (guided search experiment).
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which at least three locations should be examined to find

the odd target. Because the stimulus parameters are the

same in both experiments, any difference in the perform-

ance should be attributed to the difference in attentional

requirements of the two tasks.

4.5.1. Stimuli and procedure

Stimuli and setup were similar to Experiment 4, ex-
cept that dots moved in four 2.3� · 2.3� square regions

in the four quadrants (Fig. 8a). In each square, all dots

with a specific color moved coherently. The rest of the

dots (different color) remained stationary. In one of

the quadrants, the color associated with moving dots

was different from others, and five naı̈ve participants

were instructed to report that quadrant (4AFC). One

of the patterns always had a different color than the
other three. In half of the trials, dots moved in the same

direction in all four squares. In the remaining trials, each

location moved in a different direction.

The two superimposed random dot patterns were dis-

played for 520 ms before and after motion. The duration

of motion was varied from 24 to 355 ms. Observers were

asked to report the location of the odd pattern.

In the guided search experiment, dots moved verti-
cally inside one square and horizontally inside the oth-

ers. Participants were asked to report the color of the

dots moving vertically. The stimulus parameters were

the same as in the search experiment.

4.5.2. Results

In the conjunctive search task, participants per-

formed near chance for the shortest duration. Their per-
formance increased with longer search display

durations, consistent with a serial strategy for searching

(Fig. 8b). Observers correctly reported the target loca-

tion in about 78% of the trials for the longest duration

(355 ms), and only 58% when the motion duration was
120 ms. In the guided search task observers correctly re-

ported the color of the target in more than 92% of the

trials for the same motion duration. Given this perform-

ance level we estimated that observers should have been

able to perform better than 77% in the search task for

120 ms motion if one assumes that binding does not re-

quire attention.

Earlier reports suggest that visual search for shape is
performed in parallel among stimuli with a common

motion (McLeod, Driver, & Crisp, 1988; McLeod

et al., 1991). However, we did not find any difference be-

tween the condition in which all targets moved in the

same direction, and the condition in which each item

had a different direction. In both conditions, the con-

junctive search for color–motion requires considerably

longer exposure for four items than one item (Experi-
ment 4), compatible with a serial search strategy. Thus,

attention to the common direction of motion does not

facilitate binding between color and motion.

A similar argument can be made about grouping.

When all dots move in the same direction, they can be

grouped together as one surface. If observers could at-

tend to this surface then the odd location would have be-

come immediately apparent, independent of the set size
(Nakayama & Silverman, 1986). However, the result

indicates that search was serial. Thus the segregation

trace observed in Experiments 4–6 is local, presumably

before stimuli are grouped into a surface.
5. General discussion

5.1. Summary

We examined the role of surface segregation, tempo-

ral cues, and attention to a particular feature, in percep-

tual binding. Participants were asked to pair color and
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direction of motion for two alternating or superimposed

surfaces, at the same location. While subjects could

hypothetically use temporal cues or attend to a particu-

lar feature, they were severely impaired when shown

alternating surfaces at a presentation rate of 4.25 Hz

(120 ms interval). Visual stimulus synchrony has been
suggested to facilitate binding (Usher & Donnelly,

1998). Our results indicate that binding cannot be solely

based on temporal coincidence at 4.25 Hz. At lower

rates of alternation (�2 Hz or less), temporal cues to

some extent can be used to pair alternating attributes.

Pairing improved at a higher rate (8.50 Hz) and

when surfaces were presented simultaneously. A simi-

lar result was demonstrated in the case of disparity
and color. Transparency had little effect on binding

when it did not invoke segregation of surfaces with

opposite motion direction (Experiment 1a). Nonethe-

less, pairing improved if transparency cues invoked

segregation of the target and distracter surfaces

(Experiment 2a,b), indicating that different attributes

were consistently redistributed to two or more appar-

ently superimposed layers (Watanabe & Cavanagh,
1993). Thus, the visual system is able to construct ref-

erence representations (i.e., of visual entities such as

objects and surfaces) that encode combinations of at-

tributes, after which binding becomes possible. Direct-

ing attention to one surface facilitates access to its

attributes, and reduces interference from attributes

that belong to others. Although attention might be

necessary for registration of surface attributes (Experi-
ment 6), Experiment 4 suggests that segregation of sur-

faces and their attributes precedes attentional binding

(Nakayama, He, & Shimojo, 1995).

Surface representations are presumably invoked in

low-level visual areas, before location, color, motion,

disparity, etc. diverge into distinct and functionally sep-

arate cortical modules. Evidence form electrophysiology

suggest that the late response profile of neurons in V1 re-
flect figure–ground separation (Lee, Mumford, Romero,

& Lamme, 1998). Thus, dynamic neural assemblies in

V1 might be a possible candidate for the online repre-

sentations of objects and surfaces. These representations

are presumably created by top-down feedback from area

MT which is involved in motion transparency (Castelo-

Branco et al., 2002; Grunewald, Bradley, & Andersen,

2002; Muckli, Singer, Zanella, & Goebel, 2002). Atten-
tion is necessary to either construct or access these early

representations. Improved pairing in Experiments 1–3

can be explained by assuming that attributes of trans-

parent surface are separated at an early level and inte-

grated separately for each surface. Hence, subsequent

attributes that do not belong to the same surface will

not interfere with veridical binding.

Feature-binding improved when distracting surfaces
were added to the alternating condition. Pairing attri-

butes for alternating surfaces is computationally easier
than pairing transparent surfaces, and is definitely easier

without distracting surfaces. Yet, observers performed

better in the more difficult task than the easier one

(Fig. 5). Despite increasing the attentional load, the dis-

tracters improved subjective segregation between target

stimuli, facilitating subsequent binding of color and
motion.

It can be argued that in Experiment 1 observers rely

on the color and direction of a few dots rather than

the whole surface. One could see leftward-moving red

dots in some local areas, and rightward-moving green

dots in other local areas. Although this argument may

explain how the participants performed accurately in

the transparent condition, it fails to account for the dif-
ference between the alternating and transparent condi-

tions. Local cues are present for the same duration in

both conditions. Yet, participants performed signifi-

cantly better in the latter case. It is therefore unlikely

that observers used local cues (i.e., a few dots) for

pairing.

We further examined the relationship between sur-

face segregation and binding by presenting two static
superimposed surfaces and moving one of them briefly.

Observers could correctly segregate the target surface

and discriminate its color. However, we demonstrated

that the color does not even need to be present during

the motion (Experiment 5). Color and motion are

bounded together as long as they are perceived as at-

tributes of the same object. Experiment 5 indicates

that feature-binding occurs later in time, after segrega-
tion. Experiment 6 also demonstrates that attention is

necessary for binding in the displays used. Probably,

the persisting low-level representations preserve attri-

butes of interest for later analysis by attentional

mechanisms.

5.2. Temporal asynchrony and neural latency

It is suggested that high-level selective representations

(such as those in color-selective and motion-selective

areas) suffer from different latencies (Arnold & Clifford,

2002; Arnold, Clifford, & Wenderoth, 2001; Moutoussis

& Zeki, 1997), or different temporal dynamics (Clifford

et al., 2003) of independent streams of visual informa-

tion. Moutoussis and Zeki (1997) reported a 50–100

ms bias where color change is perceived to occur earlier
than motion change. They argued that the bias reflects

the differences in the latencies of color and motion

processing that precedes binding. Presumably, such

asynchronies mostly arise after early areas such as V1.

Thus, Holcombe and Cavanagh (2001) tried to dissoci-

ate early and late binding by examining the temporal

asynchrony in binding different aspects of visual stimuli.

Using rapidly alternating colored orthogonal gratings,
they found that color and orientation can be paired cor-

rectly for very short periods. Since their finding is not
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compatible with a model with late binding and different

latencies for color and orientation they conclude that

these features are encoded in combination.

Our results offer an alternative view which is not

based on the latency difference. Experiment 1b and 5

indicate that in the absence of transparency or other ex-
plicit segregation cues, color is integrated over time. In

both cases, the visual system fails to prevent the integra-

tion of consecutive stimuli. At higher alternation rates (8

Hz), surfaces become segregated based on apparent

transparency from motion. At lower alternation rates

(2 Hz), binding can be based on the temporal pattern

of stimuli. To individualize the color of each surface,

integration with preceding and succeeding colors has
to be prevented. We propose that the reversals of the

direction of motion at low rates reset integration of col-

ors, 3 which permits separating colors and pairing them

with motion, but necessitates that perception be delayed

(Eagleman & Sejnowski, 2000). 4 Higher performance in

the case of color-orientation and color-disparity indi-

cates that orientation and disparity to some extend re-

strict temporal integration of color.

5.2.1. Postdiction vs. different neural latencies

Experiment 5 demonstrates a perceptual lag between

individualization of an object, and perceiving its attri-

butes. A related effect has been described earlier for

the location of a moving object at the time indicated

by flashing a stationary marker (flash-lag illusion)

(Eagleman & Sejnowski, 2000; Nijhawan, 1994; Nijha-
wan, 1997; Sheth, Nijhawan, & Shimojo, 2000). The

notion of different latencies has been used to explain

the flash-lag illusion (Baldo & Klein, 1995; Purushoth-

aman, Patel, Bedell, & Ogmen, 1998; Whitney & Mura-

kami, 1998). However, the latency difference cannot

reconcile the flash-lag illusion and color–motion asyn-

chrony first reported by Moutoussis and Zeki (1997).

The apparent latency for moving objects in flash-lag
illusion is shorter than stationary objects (consistent

with a processing advantage for the moving stimuli),

whereas in color–motion binding, pairing improves if

the direction of motion reverses 50–100 ms before
3 Observers seem to be able to accurately report if changes in color

and direction are synchronous or not. Therefore, they have access to

the temporal information. We, however, assume that changing color,

at least near equiluminance, is not salient and does not reset color

integration. Experiment 5 indirectly supports this claim: most observ-

ers never or rarely observed the gray color when retrospectively asked.

We also note that the reset in integration is not absolute and there is a

small residual effect of the preceding colors. This residual effect is

reflected in Fig. 7d (original color vs. color reversed).
4 Segregation may or may not reset motion processing. Either way,

resetting color integration results in apparent asynchrony between

motion and color because the phase-lag between segregation and

motion is always fixed.
changing the colors. That is, the apparent latency for

motion is longer than color.

Conversely, the postdictive account is consistent

with both phenomena. It has been suggested that in

the flash-lag illusion, the perceived location of the

moving object at the time of flash (temporal cue) is
determined by the position of the moving object in a

temporal window after the flash (Eagleman & Sejnow-

ski, 2000). Similarly, Experiment 5 demonstrates that

the perceived color attributed to motion is contami-

nated by subsequent colors in a 50–150 ms time win-

dow after motion offset. The surface defined by the

motion persists and consequently permits integrating

subsequent colors––after motion has stopped. In our
view, the lag between segregation and binding and

the persistence of the surface after motion can account

for the reported asynchrony between color and mo-

tion. We do not need to assume different latencies

for color and motion to explain asynchrony in bind-

ing, which is consistent with the dissociation between

judgments of the synchrony of changes in color and

motion versus judgments of pairing color and motion
(Bedell, Chung, Ogmen, & Patel, 2003).

It is worth mentioning that the persisting representa-

tion discussed here is different from shape from motion

(Shioiri & Cavanagh, 1992). Inferring a subsequent col-

or camouflaged by random dots requires more than

shape boundaries: the visual system should be able to

individualize dots that moved from those that did not.

The short time-scale and the spatial specificity suggest
that this representation is low-level. Indirect evidence

for such low-level representation comes from transcra-

nial magnetic stimulation of the occipital cortex: visual

input to the stimulated cortex is not perceived. The loca-

tion of the scotoma is well predicted by V1/V2 retino-

topic organization. Interestingly, the scotoma appears

as the color that follows the stimulation (Kamitani &

Shimojo, 1999). Thus, when occipital activity is dis-
rupted, the new visual input overrides the old

representation.

5.3. Conclusion

We have dissociated segregation of visual input and

binding, and established that binding is affected by sur-

face segregation. The results reveal that surface segrega-
tion precedes binding of color and motion.

Combinations of visual attributes can be segregated al-

most effortlessly based on motion or depth transparency

and assigned to persisting and presumably low-level rep-

resentations. Such representations might not be readily

available to visual awareness, and attention is employed

for conscious registration and binding of attributes per-

taining to the same representation. Further studies are
necessary to examine if other segregation cues affect or

facilitate binding.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Examples of stimuli used in Experiment 5. The obser-

ver is required to report the color of the moving dots. In

the first trial, all dots turn gray during the motion and

go back to their original color afterwards. In the second
trial, dots turn gray during the motion, but the color

switches after the motion offset. In the last trial, dots

turn gray only after the motion (control experiment).

Supplementary data associated with this article can be

found at doi:10.1016/j.visres.2004.06.021.
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